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Letter to the Editor
Enjoyed Christmas issue

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Dale Oberly:
As owners and publishers of the Big Timber Pioneer, I just have 

to tell you bow much I enjoyed your Christmas issue of The 
Pioneer. It is indeed, a number to be saved, a delight from that 
beautiful front page to page 16! I could even find my own house in 
that view of all Big Timber.

Thank you; may your subscribers be many, and may they rise up 
and call you good newsmen

Since rly,
EUa Adam 

Bozeman, MT

Letter to the Editor
Thank you everyone
Dear Beccy:

I want to thank you for your flattering editorial. In all honesty I 
must point out that I was merely co-chairman of a committee 
appointed by the Big Timber Woman’s Clubi The Club always has 
a civic project and they saw the need to get the centennial plans 
started for the community. As a result Jo Lavold, Linda Johnson, 
Carol Schriver, Alice Carter, Kim Fink, Jane Grosfield and I were 
appointed in the Fall of 1982 to start preliminary planning for the 
year 1983 and Big Timber's Centennial

In January 1983 a public meeting was held at the Courthouse 
and a countywide centennial committee was elected consisting of 
the following Arlene Pile and Marlys Ameson, Co-Chairmen, 
Buzzy Finn, Mabel Grosfield, Lloyd Rein, Peter Rostad and 
George Lamach.

They did a marvelous job of organizing and coordinating the 
year’s activities.

There is no way we can thank people and groups individually for 
the planning hard work and actual events Big Timber eryoyed in 
1983—except to say thank you, thank you EVERYONE' *

Sincerely,
Sigrid Fjare

Letter to the Editor
Put faith in God

Dear Editor,
In regards to last week*s Pioneer Worried about a bad future? If 

there is enough faith in God, there should not be any fear.
Life may have many hardships and a rough trail to follow—but 

the sad thing is giving up.
Virginia Pederson

Letter to the Editor
Kudos to the Pioneer Home

To the Editor;
After watching the operation of the Pioneer Home for the two 

and a half year* that my mother was there, I want to express my 
appreciation for this wonderful facility and the people who make it
so.

Many of us who have to turn to the Pioneer Home for help in 
caring for our parents do so reluctantly and with a troubled 
conscience. However, after our experience there, I realize that they 
provide a level of care that we could not give even if we were 
physically able and devoted our entire time to the task.

The place is always so neat, clean and odor free. The food is 
good and most of all, if s full of love and caring I’ve seen the other 
kind in Seattle, expensive ones that smell bad,'both public and 
private ones which are woefully understaffed, and only one which 
might come close in spirit to the attitudes of mind and heart which 
pervades our home here.

It takes a special kind of person to be pleasant while doing the 
most unpleasant tasks, to cherish each patient as an individual and 
to keep on doing it month after month as people come and go.

So my sincere thanks to everyone who works there and to the 
people of Sweet Grass County for providing it

Sincerely,
Lota Perrins

Yarns from the Yellowstone
Futures trading

By BYRON GRO SFIELD

From what I have read and heard the past years, cattle futures 
aren’t all that great I have heard that feeder buyers will not bid on 
cattle unless they know the future price, enabling them to“ lock in" 
and make an offer. This reduces the effect of supply and demand, 
which makes stock raising such a challenging and interesting 
business. Of course, feeders must make a profit, but they, too, are 
handcuffed — the price remains low for them alsa

Futures amount to the same thing as price fixing It gives a false 
sense of security and forces someone to make up the difference.

A small operator does have the advantage of cutting back when 
times are tough. He can get along with the machinery he has, 
postpone improvements and otherwise decrease his expenditures 
until economic conditions improve.

As with any business, considerable risk is involved in stock 
raising Subsidies, price fixing or paid programs to not raise meat 
will only bring on rigid government controls, eliminating the free 
enterprise system.

It is deplorable to learn that land speculators and big farmers are 
smugly advocating stockmen to sell them their grasslands to plow 
under— an an alternative to going broke. At present it is true, the 
stockman cannot compete with the farmer, but there is a reason. 
Some of the stock farmers taxes pay the subsidies that make it 
possible for the farmer to squeeze him out

Naturally, this creates ill feeling among all the people who 
directly depend on the land for a living The old adage “ Divide and 
Conquei”  still applies. It has been a puzzle what method the 
government would use to bring the stockmen to their knees, but , 
when the meat growers have tocompete against theirown ffollarS? ~ '  
then the government has stacked the deck In addition to fighting 
the environmentalists for grass and battling the" nature lovers" for 
uncontrolled predators, one wonders how long meat growers can 
survive.

There are those who advocate pnee fixing by the government or 
some other agency or organization to force the price of meat 
upward This sounds great, but you can bet your bottom dollar that 
if that takes place, everything the rancher needed to buy would 
inflate before he even got his check cashed All he would do would 
be to handle more money, get into a higher tax bracket, and hasten 
the day to bankruptcy and total government control.

If higher prices are not the answer, then what can be done? I 
believe and most everyone will agree, that the cost of the ranchers' 
equipment and other overhead must be reduced In other words, 
deflation in an orderly manner must be the prime objective. The 
international bankers will not approve, but hopefully some day 
the> will learn that a gold piece will not satisfy their inner cravings 
as well as a piece of beef.

If left alone, the rancher and farmer alike will devise ways and 
means to survive and feed the natioa Here is hoping it won't be 
necessary to follow the example of a man who owned a large gaggle 
of geese and nailed their webbed feet to a plank, one goose behind 
another. Then all he had to do was to feed the front one!

Letter to the Editor
Sad and lost feeling
Dear Friends:

It was a sad and lost feeling when I picked up last weeks Pioneer 
which I’ve read for over fifty years and enjoyed.

This is no reading material or encouragement for our young girls 
and boys. Sounds as if progress is a thing of the past; nothing but 
destruction in store.

To my notion this is a poor topic for our younger generation. 
Why subscribe to the paper and read such nonsense.

Say something good, if you have to make it up It will make 
people happier and, besides, if all these terrible things predicted 
come to pass, we’ll never know the difference anyway.

There’s enough sadness and heartache during a lifetime without 
trying to picture it any worse.

Your s for better reading in the future, 
Blanche Rebecca Pederson

Family recovering 
after accident

Letter to the Editor
Request reprint

Dear Editor
Have enjoyed your last two 

issues of The Pioneer.
Would you please reprint the 

letter in lost week’s issue by Duff 
Bergquist in case some people 
missed it

He sounds like a super young 
man and one that all of Big Timber 
can be proud o£

Thank you, 
Duane Long 

McLeod, MT

FUTURE
By D U FF BERGQUIST 

The future is in our hands. 
The young people of today are the 

minds of tomorrow.
We hold the key to tomorrow 

to unlock the doors that are now 
closed.

In uncertain times like these, the 
kids of today have a chance to look 

past tomorrow.
Bu» to have this chance we have to 

overlook the shortcomings. 
And to strive for world peace.

An accident 17 miles west of Big 
Timber Friday morning resulted m 
injuries to three members of a 
North Dakota family. Mileta Hol
land, 36, of Bismarck, and two of 
her three children, Hilary, 9, and 
Jennifer, 214, were taken to the 
Sweet Grass Community Hospital 
immediately following the collison 
and later transferred to S t Vin
cent’ s in Billings.

All three were still patients at 
St Vincent’s Tuesday. Little Jen
nifer, who underwent surgery fol
lowing the accident was walking 
and talking already. Hilary was 
well enough to be discharged in the 
near future, and Mrs. Holland was 
also doing fine.

Mrs. Holland's husband, Da
vid, 37, and son Jonathan, 6, were 
not injured seriously enough to be 
admitted here. Holland, who is a 
surgeon, assisted in the emergency 
treatment of his wife and daughters 
at the Big Timber hospital They

Christmas guests
Mrs. Pearl Moore had as Satur

day to Monday Christmas guests 
her son and family, the Sherwood 
Moores of Missoula. Before they 
left more roests arrived. Thev

traveled to Billings with the rest of 
the family.

The young girls were taken to 
the eastern city by helicopter.

According to Montana High
way Patrolman Craig Reap the 
Holland’s 1983 Blazer struck a 
snow drift while attempting to pass 
a car in the eastbound lane of Inter
state 90.

The vehicle, out of control hit a 
guardrail and then bounced back in 
the driving lane where it was struck 
by a semi driven by Garry Thread- 
gill of Renton, WA.

The youngest daughter was ap
parently sitting on her mother’s 
lap when the accident occurred. 
She suffered a skull fracture Mrs. 
Holland injured her hip and Hilary 
also suffered head injuries.

Dr. Holland expressed appre
ciation to the local hospital staff 
for their attention following the 
accident '

were Mrs. Ethel Gorman of Alex
andria, VA, with son Paul and wife 
Mary of Aurora, CO. They were 
on their way back from Great Falls 
visiting Mrs. Gorman’s son Lyle 
driving carefully to Aurora
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LRNLUND 
LUTO PLAZA

2540 Phyllis Lana 
Billings. Montana 50102

STETSON TODD
Sales Representativo

OFFICE 652 1430
AMC P I  JEEP

CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH MAZDA

Come in and see me or call
6 5 2 - 1 4 3 0

about our new *84 Chryslers, 
Plymouths and Mazdas 

AMC EAGLES & JEEPS
Also, over80 select Used Cars& Trucks!

S ta rt tlie  
JSfew Y ear  
out righ t!

USE OUR DRUG RECORD 
SYSTEM TO KEEP TRACK 

OF ALL YOUR 
PRESCRIPTIONS

Available for either cash or charge sales

COLE 
DRUG

138 McLeod St. - Big Timber 
Phone 932-2816
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